Quick Start Guide

Nurse Call Box String Assembly Replacement

Remove all 4 Screws

With a Phillips screwdriver and
remove the top piece.

Pull

Until the loop is big enough
to put the end with the ring
through. Pull the ring so the
middle spring goes through the
loop as well, creating a knot
similar to a luggage tag (see
insert.)

Remove

Take a New String
Assembly

The broken or damaged string
assembly by cutting or undoing
the knot.

Thread the looped end without
the ring through the circular
hole near the top

Bring the String

The End with the Ring

Above the small pin directly
above the circular hole and
continue down the left hand
side of the pins until reaching
the last large pin. Go around
the right side of the last pin.

Should sit outside the call
box by going through the "U"
shaped hole
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Quick Start Guide

Nurse Call Box String Assembly Replacement Continued

Take the Loose End

In the middle and hook it
around the large pin in the top
left corner, this will provide the
middle spring with a stopping
point if the string is pulled to
hard.

Replace the Top

Onto the bottom section and
secure with the 4 screws.

Nurse Call Box Compression Spring Replacement

Begin by Pulling Down

The left hand side to open the
space to the right

Take the Spring

Push

And place it so the small knob
located at the top is in the
center of the end of the spring.

The bottom of the spring up to
lock into place.
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